BODY AND MIND

Thinking skills

Learning power

Memory Building

Thinking about how you learn is an important skill. Answer
the questionnaire by writing O (Occasionally), S (Sometimes),
or U (Usually) for each statement.

Here’s an activity which you can use to improve your
memory. Try it and see what you think.

Learning questionnaire
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

I find it easy to concentrate.

Look at these 20 words for one minute and try to
remember as many as possible.

happy reggae coconut crime painter folk doctor
lonely prawn kick engine rock teacher spaghetti
sad worried rap cousin pilot melon

I keep trying even when a task is difficult.
My head is full of questions.
When I learn I try to make links with what I know.
I see things in my mind’s eye.
I work slowly and carefully.
I make good use of the resources around me.
I plan my learning carefully.
I keep a record of my learning.
I reflect on my learning to see what I could do better.
I work well as part of a team.
I can easily see other people’s points of view.

Compare your answers with other students.

How did you do? Did you notice that the words (except
crime, kick, engine and cousin) are in groups: feelings,
music, food, and jobs? You can use the Word List to make
similar activities.
You’ll find more memory building activities in the Learner
Independence and Your Choice! sections.

Developing Logic
Solving puzzles helps develop your thinking skills. Try this one!

What can run but never walks,
has a mouth but never talks,
and has a bed but never sleeps?
There are brainteasers and crosswords in every unit of the
Workbook and puzzles in the Communication Activities
section.
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UNIT
UNIT

LEARNING STYLES
Read about four learning styles and decide which is most like you. The
Your Choice! sections at the end of every unit have activities for each
learning style. Try different activities – it’s good to know your own learning
style, but it’s also good to experiment with other ways of learning.

CONSTRUCTION
You …
●
●
●
●
●

enjoy grammar practice exercises.
like working with the teacher.
are good at homework and tests.
enjoy writing more than discussion.
don’t like games or group work.

REFLECTION
You …

Take a break!

When you’re studying at home, stop every
20–30 minutes, stand up, stretch and move
around for two or three minutes. This will give
you fresh energy.
Walk and breathe in time!

This simple technique helps you relax, gives
you energy, and improves your breathing and
therefore your voice. ‘Walking meditation’ is
something which you can do every day on your
way to or from school. Start walking with your
left foot and breathe in through your nose for
four steps (left, right, left, right). Then breathe
out through your mouth for three steps (left,
right, left). Don’t breathe for one step (right),
then breathe in again. Try it – you’ll be amazed!

ACTION
You …
●
●
●
●

like listening and speaking more than reading and writing.
enjoy fun activities and moving around more than exercises and homework.
like doing lots of different things and working with other people.
like games more than writing and grammar.

INTERACTION
You …
●
●
●
●

really enjoy learning languages.
love group and pair work and prefer speaking to writing.
don’t like exercises and rules.
like working with others and discussing personal things.

A river.

Brain power is about your body as well as
your mind. Try these two techniques.

always want to know why and find rules for things.
like working hard on your own and getting things right.
prefer listening, reading and writing to speaking.
sometimes don’t finish work and are unhappy if it isn’t perfect.

Answer to brainteaser:

Body and Mind

●
●
●
●

7
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BODY AND MIND

1 It doesn’t matter
Verbs not usually used in continuous forms
Talking about food and drink

1 Opener
What are your favourite things to
eat and drink? Are they good or
bad for you? How do you know?

2 Reading
Read Food and Drink: Fact or
Fiction? and decide: true or false?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Bottled water is purer than tap water.
A vegetarian diet is the healthiest.
Eating cheese gives you nightmares.
Dried fruit is not as healthy as fresh
fruit.
Margarine contains less fat than
butter.
A food label which includes the words
‘low fat’ indicates a healthy choice.
Neither fruit juice nor diet drinks are
bad for your teeth.
Experts disagree with each other
about what healthy eating is.

Now match statements 1–8 with
answers A–H. Then listen and check.

A
In fact, the main messages about
healthy eating have stayed the same
for some time. For example, 15 years
ago experts were saying that we should
reduce the amount of fat that we
eat. And over 50 years ago they were
emphasising the importance of fruit
and vegetables. They appear to disagree
because the media often exaggerate
when reporting scientific research.
B
In fact both are. Fruit juice contains
sugar, which can damage your teeth.
Diet drinks are often acidic, which
means that they can cause tooth decay.
The best drinks for your teeth are water
or milk.
C
As part of a balanced diet we need to
eat at least five portions of different
fruit and vegetables a day. It doesn’t
matter whether they are fresh, frozen,
tinned or dried (but fruit juice only
counts as one portion a day). The only
thing which dried fruit lacks, and fresh
fruit has, is vitamin C, but both are
equally healthy.
D
It often seems from advertising that
this is true. However, while butter and
margarine contain different kinds of
fat, they both contain a similar amount
of fat.

3 Comprehension
Answer the questions.

1 How many of the statements 1–8 are true, how many
are false and how many could be true or false?
2 Why do experts appear to disagree about healthy
eating?
3 What were experts saying 15 years ago?
4 What does advertising make us believe?
5 Why is it a bad idea to eat late in the evening?
6 What is an example of an unhealthy vegetarian diet?
7 Why do people think that ‘low fat’ products are OK?
Are they right?
8 Why do some people prefer bottled water?

4 Grammar
Complete.

Verbs not usually used in continuous forms
Fruit juice
(contain) sugar.
It often
(seem) that this is true.
It
(not matter) whether they are fresh, frozen, ...
People
(suppose) that they are OK.
They
(think) that bottled water
(taste) better.
Many of these verbs refer to states (including mental states,
eg think) rather than actions, or to the senses (eg taste).
Modal verbs (eg must) do not have continuous forms.
Check the answers: Grammar Summary page 109

8
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UNIT

6 Speaking
Discuss these statements with another student
using verbs from exercise 5.

E
It’s not what you eat but when you eat
that matters. Scientists agree that it’s
not a good idea to eat just before you
go to bed. You can’t relax properly while
you’re digesting food.
F
It depends. Vegetarian diets can be
very healthy. But if your vegetarian
diet consists of chips and biscuits,
then that’s a different matter. Make
sure that your diet includes food with
the protein, vitamins and minerals you
normally get from meat.
G
Not at all. ‘Low’ products must contain
25% less fat than usual, so people
suppose that they are OK. But these
types of food are often very high in fat
to start with. So a ‘low fat’ product can
still have quite a high amount of fat.
H
This is a popular myth. Although some
people think that bottled water tastes
or smells better, there’s nothing to
prove that it’s always purer than tap
water. In fact, in the USA it’s believed
that 25–30% of bottled water comes
from tap water. And do you realise that
bottled water can cost up to 10,000
times more than tap water?

5 Grammar Practice

●
●
●
●
●
●

The best way to lose weight is to skip a meal.
Healthy food is boring and expensive.
I like junk food – what’s wrong with that?
I take vitamins, so I don’t have to worry
about what I eat.
It’s not a good idea to go swimming for an
hour after a meal.
Eating lots of carrots helps you see better in
the dark.

Some people believe in skipping
meals, but they soon feel hungry
and eat lots of snacks.
I prefer to eat normally
and take exercise.

7 Pronunciation
Write the words in the correct column.

biscuit bottled contain
decay depend digest fiction
label nightmare portion
prefer product protein
reduce relax suppose

■

■

biscuit

■

contain

Now listen and check. Repeat the words.

8 Speaking
Make notes for a food diary, describing what
you have eaten and drunk in the last 24 hours.
Then show your notes to another student and
discuss them.

You had cereal and fruit for breakfast.
What did you have to drink?
Tea – I dislike coffee. In fact, I like
hot chocolate best. How about you?

Which of these verbs can you find in the texts in exercise 2?

Verbs not usually used in continuous forms
agree/disagree appear believe consist contain
depend feel hear include know lack like/dislike
love matter mean need prefer promise realise
recognise remember see seem smell sound
suppose taste think understand want

■

I didn’t have breakfast – it doesn’t
matter. I can get some crisps at break.

9 Writing
Using at least five of the verbs in exercise 5,
write a paragraph about the advantages and
disadvantages of healthy food and junk food.

9
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BODY AND MIND

2 What’s it for?
Gerund as subject
by/for + gerund
after/before + participle clause
Describing objects and saying what they’re for
Describing a sequence of events

B

A

1 Opener
Look at these photos of lifestyle gadgets.
What do you think each item is?

C

D

E

2 Reading
Read What’s New? and match
the photos with the descriptions.
Then listen and check.

3 Comprehension
True or false? Correct the false
sentences.

1 The key looks like a bottle
opener.
2 You can’t unlock your front
door with the key.
3 You can charge your mobile
battery by plugging in the
phone charger.
4 The sandwich toaster is for
roasting sandwiches.
5 By hiding somewhere in the
room, Clocky makes you get
out of bed.
6 Experts recommend walking a
thousand steps a day.
7 The pedometer is for telling
the time.
8 You can make the pedometer
talk by pressing a button.

1 This looks like a door key, but in fact
it’s a clever gadget for opening bottles.
Keep this bottle opener on your key
ring, and you’ll never be thirsty again
when you’re out and about. But when
you come home, don’t try to open
your front door with it!
2 Keeping in touch is easy with this
magic mobile phone charger. When
your mobile battery is flat, you can get
more power by plugging the charger
into your phone and winding it up. A
three-minute wind gives you about
eight minutes of talking time, so you
can stay in touch wherever you are.
Keep one in your bag and never worry
about the ‘flat battery’ beep again.
3 Do you like making toasted
sandwiches? Then this sandwich
toaster is the answer. It produces
perfect toasted sandwiches and it’s
small enough to fit in a kitchen drawer.
It comes with lots of delicious recipes
and you can use it at home, on the
barbecue, or when you go camping.

4 An ordinary alarm clock wakes you up,
but Clocky is a furry alarm clock on
wheels that also makes sure you get
out of bed. When the alarm goes off
and you press the snooze button, the
clock rolls off the bedside table onto
the floor and finds a place to hide.
When the alarm clock sounds again,
you have to get out of bed and look
for it, so you are fully awake before
turning it off. Clocky’s 25-year-old
inventor, Ms Gauri Nanda, is a student
– she came up with the idea after
struggling to get up in the morning.
5 Walking 10,000 steps a day (as
recommended by experts) is great fun
with this talking pedometer! Clip it
onto your hip – on a belt or pocket
– and it counts your footsteps. Press
a button, and it will speak, telling you
the number of steps you’ve taken,
the distance you’ve travelled, and the
current time. And you can listen to the
radio while you walk!

10
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UNIT

4 Grammar

7 Pronunciation

Complete.

Listen and repeat.

Linking consonant sounds
front door eight minutes flat battery
bed side table great fun foot steps
current time bread knife cork screw

Gerund as subject
(keep) in touch is easy.
(walk) 10,000 steps a day is great fun.
by/for + gerund
You can get more power by
your phone.
It’s a clever gadget for

(plug) the charger into

8 Listening

(open) bottles.

Look at the recipe for Spaghetti Carbonara. The
instructions A–I are in the wrong order. Try to put them
in the right order. Then listen and see if you are right.

after/before + participle clause
She came up with the idea after
(struggle) to get up
in the morning.
You are fully awake before
(turn) it off.

S PA G H E T T I C A R B O N A R A
Serves 4

Check the answers: Grammar Summary page 109

INGREDIENTS: 350g spaghetti, 175g bacon,
2 medium onions, 50ml olive oil, 50ml white wine,
4 eggs, 100ml cream, 100g grated Parmesan cheese, salt

5 Grammar Practice
Complete with the -ing form of the verb and after,
before, by or for where necessary.

1 Alarm clocks are
people up. (wake)
2
to sleep, I set my alarm clock. (go)
3
sheep can help you go to sleep. (count)
4 You unlock the door
the key clockwise.
(turn)
5
a meal is easy if you follow a recipe. (cook)
6 I often feel sleepy
a big meal. (eat)
7
to English radio programmes is a good idea. (listen)
8 You keep fit
regular exercise. (take)

6 Vocabulary
Match the words for kitchen equipment with pictures 1–8.

Kitchen equipment
bread knife cheese grater coffee maker
corkscrew frying pan kettle tin opener

toaster

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Meanwhile, boil 3–4 litres of water in a saucepan.
Then stir in the egg, cream and cheese mixture.
Chop the onions and bacon into small pieces.
Add the white wine and turn down the heat.
Sprinkle with the rest of the Parmesan cheese and
serve immediately.
When the pasta is cooked, drain it and add the
onions and bacon.
Put the spaghetti in the boiling water, add salt
and stir for a few seconds.
Heat the oil in a frying pan and fry the onions and
bacon slowly until the onions are almost clear.
While the pasta is cooking, use a fork to beat the
eggs and cream together in a bowl, and then add
half the Parmesan cheese.

9 Speaking

Listen and check. Then ask and answer questions using
these phrases.

Check your answers to exercise 8 using after/before ...ing.

A First chop the onions and bacon into small pieces.
B After chopping the onions and bacon, fry them slowly.
A Before frying the onions and bacon, heat the oil in a
frying pan.

boil water fry food grate cheese make coffee
make toast open bottles open tins slice bread
A What’s number 1?
B It’s a tin opener. It’s for opening tins.

10 Writing
Note down the ingredients for a dish that you like, and
write a recipe explaining how to make it.

1

5

2

7

4

8

3
6
11
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BODY AND MIND

3 When people expect to get better …
Verb + gerund or infinitive
Talking about illness and medicine

Much so-called alternative
medicine is at best harmless
and at worst dangerous.

I remember going to the
doctor for my first acupuncture
session. I pretended to be
calm, although I couldn’t help
feeling nervous! I didn’t exactly
enjoy having acupuncture, but
it didn’t hurt and the next day
my back was much better.

My father took herbal
medicine when he tried to
stop smoking last year. It didn’t
work. But that’s probably
his fault, because he didn’t
remember to take it every day.

Research shows that patients who
tried having acupuncture for bad
headaches had fewer headaches,
and saw the doctor less often,
than those who didn’t try it.

Alternative Medicine
Is it all in the mind?

1 Opener
Can people who are ill get better
without the help of modern
medicine? Do you know people
who use alternative medicine?

2 Reading
Read and listen to the text.

3 Comprehension
True or false? Correct the false
sentences.

1 Patients who had acupuncture
for headaches saw the doctor
more often.
2 Acupuncture can help people
with back pain.
3 More and more people are trying
acupuncture.
4 Herbalists treat each patient as
being different.
5 A company hopes to make pills
which will work in the same way
as acupuncture.
6 A Chinese woman had a major
operation without a general
anaesthetic.
7 Acupuncture needles seem to
change the way the brain reacts
to pain.
8 The effects on those patients who
had a real knee operation and
those who didn’t were different.

One in five people in the UK choose to use alternative medicine every year.
Alternative medicine may be news, but it’s not new. It’s modern medicine
that is new – for example, the first synthetic drug, aspirin, only dates from
1899. But alternative medicine goes back thousands of years. Acupuncture,
inserting fine needles at selected points in the body, was used in China over
2,000 years ago and keeps growing in popularity. Herbal medicine, treating
illness and pain with natural remedies, is the oldest system of medicine
in the world. Herbalists are prepared to spend more time than modern
doctors with patients so they can treat them as individuals.
And what’s next? ‘Acupuncture-in-a-pill’! A company in Singapore expects
to identify the gene responsible for acupuncture healing soon. It will then
make a pill for people who want to avoid having acupuncture because they
can’t stand the thought of all those needles.
A recent TV programme on alternative medicine showed a young Chinese
woman having open-heart surgery
without a general anaesthetic – but
with acupuncture. There seemed to be
no doubt that acupuncture stopped
the woman feeling pain. Later the
programme showed how the needles
appeared to change the brain’s reaction
to pain.
Then there’s the ‘placebo’ effect. In a
major trial in the USA a group of patients
had a normal operation for bad knee
pain. Another group of patients with knee
pain also believed they had operations.
But in fact all the surgeon did was cut the
knee open and close it again. Both groups
had the same positive results from their
‘operations’. In other words, the effect of
real and fake operations was the same.
So what does this experiment tell us
about medicine? Simply this: when people
expect to get better they often do.

12
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UNIT

7 Speaking

4 Grammar
Complete.

Verb + gerund or infinitive
Some verbs, eg enjoy, dislike, are followed by the gerund;
others, eg decide, want, are followed by the infinitive. And
some verbs can be followed by either the gerund or the
infinitive.
Patients who tried
(have) acupuncture …
He tried
(stop) smoking last year.
try + gerund = do something to see what happens
try + infinitive = attempt something difficult
I remember
(go) to the doctor.
He didn’t remember
(take) it every day.
remember/forget + gerund refers to an action in the past.
remember/forget + infinitive refers to a necessary action
and looks ahead.
Check the answers: Grammar Summary page 109

Situations
You want to go on holiday on your own.
You want to pass the end-of-year exams.
You want to go to an all-night party.
1 I’d try to …
2 I wouldn’t risk …
3 I’d promise to …

4 I’d avoid …
5 I’d remember to …

I’d try to save up some money.
I wouldn’t risk going without telling my parents.
I’d promise to phone home regularly.

8 Pronunciation
Listen and repeat.

5 Grammar Practice
Find these verbs in the texts in exercise 2 and complete
the chart.

avoid appear couldn’t help choose
keep pretend seem stop want
Verb + gerund

What would you do in these situations? Complete the
sentences for each situation and then tell another
student.

expect

Weak forms: /´t/, /´v/, /f´/, /t´/
at best … at worst …
thousands of years
remember to take it
at selected points
acupuncture for headaches system of medicine
a pill for people
appeared to change
pretend to be calm
a group of patients

Verb + infinitive

9 Vocabulary
Make a word map for medicine. Use words from this
lesson, and add other words you know.

6 Grammar Practice
Gerund or infinitive? Complete with the correct form of
the verb.

A doctor talks about alternative medicine.
‘My own interest in alternative medicine goes back to
when I was a medical student on a visit to China. I really
enjoyed 1 (travel) round the country. I’ll never forget
2
(go) into the operating theatre of a hospital in a
small town. A woman was on the operating table with
three needles in her left ear. I tried 3 (see) if she
had any other anaesthetic, but there didn’t appear 4
(be) any. I kept 5 (think) ‘They certainly didn’t tell
us this in medical school.’ I had forgotten 6 (take)
my camera with me, so unfortunately I couldn’t take a
photo. When I returned to the UK I tried 7 (find)
out more about acupuncture. I remember 8 (tell)
my professor about it but he didn’t really want 9
(discuss) it.’

needle
acupuncture
ALTERNATIVE

MODERN
MEDICINE

operation
surgeon

10 Speaking
Interview three other students about their views on
alternative and modern medicine and note down their
answers.

What are the differences between modern
medicine and alternative medicine?
Modern medicine is scientific.
Alternative medicine sometimes
works, but we don’t know how.
I wouldn’t risk trying
alternative medicine.

11 Writing
Read the text in exercise 2 again and make a list of the
advantages and disadvantages of alternative medicine.
Write a paragraph giving your views on alternative
medicine using the list and your notes from exercise 10.

13
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BODY AND MIND

4

Integrated Skills
Discussing and correcting information

D

C
A

B

1 Opener
Match these statements
with photos A–F.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Lightning never strikes the
same place twice.
Spinach is a great source of iron.
It takes seven years to digest
chewing gum.
You get less wet by running in
the rain rather than walking.
Flying is the safest way to travel.
The Great Wall of China is the
only man-made structure
visible from the moon.

E

This idea was probably made up to stop children
swallowing gum, but it’s nonsense. It may be a bit more
difficult to break down than other things we eat, but
actually it doesn’t take very long to digest.
This is a common belief, but it’s false. Astronauts in
space can see the Great Wall before leaving the earth’s
orbit, as well as several other things like airports,
motorways, and even bridges. But the truth is that the
famous landmark is not visible from the moon.
This is probably true. Many people are afraid of flying
because they believe it’s risky, but statistics show
that it’s safer than crossing the road, and there is a
greater chance of accidents in other forms of transport.
However, the chances of surviving a plane crash are low.

F

Popeye claimed his strength came from this vegetable,
but it isn’t a particularly good source of iron. In fact, it
contains an acid which stops the body absorbing most
of the iron. However, it is a rich source of healthy things
such as vitamins A, C and E.
This is a myth. People believe that fewer raindrops land
on them if they run because they spend less time in
the rain. But in reality you can get wetter by running,
because more rain hits your chest when you run than
when you walk. On the other hand, if you run to the
nearest shelter you will get less wet. Of course, carrying
an umbrella is the best way to avoid getting wet!
This is a famous saying, but is it a fact? On the contrary,
lightning frequently hits the same place more than once.
This is particularly true of high places – the Empire State
Building in New York is struck 100 times every year on
average, and in one storm it was struck 15 times in 15
minutes. The building is even designed as a lightning
conductor to stop lightning hitting other buildings.

14
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UNIT

7 Writing

Reading

2

Read Reality Check and match the statements in
exercise 1 with paragraphs 1–6.

Choose one of the statements in exercise 4, and write a
paragraph discussing it. Use your notes and the Reality
Check article to help you.

Now listen and check. How many of the statements are
actually true?

Learner Independence

3

What do the words in italics refer to?

Paragraph
1 … actually it doesn’t take very long to digest.
2 … the famous landmark is not visible from the moon.
3 … they believe it’s risky …
4 … it is not particularly rich in iron.
5 People believe that fewer raindrops land on them …
6 The building is even designed as a lightning
conductor …

8

decay delicious frozen
saucepan snooze
●
●
●
●
●

Listening

4

Here are three more statements. Discuss whether each
one is true or false.

1 The number of people alive today is greater than the
number who have ever died.
2 It’s essential to drink at least eight glasses of water a
day.
3 We use only ten per cent of our brains.
Now listen to an expert discussing the statements and
check.

Thinking skills: use your brain to think about words!
For each of these words from Unit 1, try to answer the
questions below.

nightmare

What does it mean? Is it a noun and/or a verb, or an
adjective?
Can you remember its context in the unit?
What other words do you associate with it?
What other words can you use with it?
What does it sound like?

Now compare your answers with another student.

Which word do you think is the most useful? Why?
Which word do you like best? Why?

9

Word creation: complete the chart with words from
Unit 1.
Noun

Adjective
acidic

5

Listen again and complete the notes below.

Estimated number of people who have died in the last …
Modern humans appeared …
Experts believe the number of dead in human history is …

1

2

A lot of the water we need is provided by …
We can take in water by drinking …
The sensible thing is to …

danger
harm
health
herb
ill
important
real
risk
sense
strong
thirst

3

Brain scans and other tests show …
We use different parts of our brain for different
activities …
We don’t use all our muscles at the same time, so …

6 Speaking
Look at your notes in exercise 5, and tell each other the
facts about the three statements in exercise 4. You can
use the phrases in the box.

Correcting information
actually in fact
More formal
in reality the truth is that

true

10 Phrasebook
Find these useful expressions in Unit 1. Then listen and
repeat.

That’s a different matter. Not at all.
Do you realise that …? What’s wrong with that?
It’s not a good idea to … It didn’t work.
It’s nonsense. On the other hand …
The sensible thing is to …
Now write sentences which could come before five of
the expressions.

on the contrary

Unit 1 Communication Activity
Student A page 106
Student B page 116
15

BODY AND MIND

P R O J E C T Cooking Around the World File
Make a file about food from different countries.

1

Work in a group and make a list of different
national kinds of cooking, for example: Italian,
Chinese, Mexican, Indian. Then choose three
kinds and write a list of typical dishes. For each
kind of cooking, choose one dish to write about.
Make notes about why you chose each dish.

2

Find out information about each dish using the
Internet or a library.

What ingredients do you need to make it?
How do you cook it?
What does the finished dish look and taste like?
When do people usually eat it?

3

S K E T C H The Expert
Read and listen.

Work together and make a Cooking Around the World
File. Describe each dish and how to make it. Say why
you chose it. Read the file carefully and correct any
mistakes. Draw pictures or use photographs from
newspapers or magazines. Show your Cooking Around
the World File to the other groups.

MAN
WOMAN
MAN
WOMAN
MAN

G A M E Acrosswords
●

Choose a long word from this unit. Write the word
across the top of a piece of paper, and down the lefthand side. Then write the same word backwards down
the right-hand side of the paper.

●

Make a copy and give it to another student. Both of
you try to find words which begin with the letter on
the left and end with the letter on the right. You can
use a dictionary to help you. It doesn’t matter if you
can’t find words for all the lines.

●

Score one point for each letter. The student with the
most points wins.

S
Y
N
T
H
E
T
I
C

Y N T
E
A
I
X
R
D
H

H

X
K
G
T I N
A I
E N T
A N G

E

T

C
I
E

F

I

C
I
T
E
H
T
N
Y
S

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN
MAN

WOMAN

MAN
WOMAN
MAN
WOMAN
MAN

Yes, can I help you?
I want to dye.
I beg your pardon! What did you say? You want to die?
I want to dye it. It’s my shirt.
Diet! Ah, yes, you’ve come
to the right man. I’m a
diet expert. Now why
do you want to diet?
Is your shirt too
small?
It’s not the size, it’s
the colour. I don’t
like it. It’s white
and I want it to be
brown.
There’s nothing wrong
with your colour – you
look fine. And anyway a diet
won’t change your colour. Try sunbathing.
Listen! I want to dye it brown.
Sorry. I haven’t got any brown diets. I’ve got highenergy diets, all-meat diets, fruit diets, lots of diets,
but no colour diets.
I don’t want to dye the collar! I want to dye the whole
shirt. And these jeans. They’re the right size but the
wrong colour.
You can’t change your genes – you’re born with them.
No, I wasn’t! I bought them last week. In a new jeans
shop in the High Street.
A genes shop!
Yes. But if you won’t help me, I’ll take them back to
the shop and change them.
How interesting! I’ve always wanted to change my
genes. I could be tall and have lots of hair. I think I’ll
come with you!

Now act out the sketch in pairs.
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UNIT

R E V I S I O N for more practice

E X T E N S I O N for language development

LESSON 1

LESSON 1

Look at exercise 6 on page 9. Write sentences
responding to the statements.

Look at Food and Drink: Fact or Fiction? on page 8.
Write eight similar statements about food and drink
– four true and four false. Ask another student to say
which are true and which are false.

Some people believe in skipping meals, but they soon feel
hungry and eat lots of snacks.
LESSON 2

LESSON 2

Look at exercise 6 on page 11. Write sentences about
the kitchen equipment.

Look at exercise 9 on page 11 and the recipe you wrote
in exercise 10. Write sentences about the recipe using
after/before …ing.

A bread knife is for slicing bread.
LESSON 3

LESSON 3

Look at exercise 5 on page 13. Choose five of the
verbs in the box. Write five sentences about things
that happened last week using the verbs + gerund or
infinitive.

Look at exercise 7 on page 13. Then complete sentences
1–5 below for these situations:

I couldn’t help being late for school because the bus broke
down.

●
●

You want to ask another student for a date.
You want to ask your parents for money to buy an
MP3 player.

1 I’d expect to …
4 I’d suggest …
2 I’d keep …
5 I’d ask to …
3 I wouldn’t dare to …

YOUR CHOICE!
CONSTRUCTION Gerund or infinitive?

ACTION Topics

Complete with the correct form of the verb.

● Work in a small group.

1 She enjoys
(go) to see the herbalist because he seems
(understand) her.
2 Acupuncture appears
(help) my pain so I’m going to keep
(have) it.
3 He decided
(take) aspirin because he didn’t want
(risk)
(have) a headache all day.
4 Always late? Try
(set) your watch five minutes fast.
5 Did you remember
(lock) the door?
6 He’ll never forget
(meet) Nelson Mandela.
7 She tried
(explain) what to do but he didn’t understand.
8 I remember
(take) my glasses off but now I can’t find them.
9 Don’t forget
(give) me a call when you arrive.

● Choose six topics from this list:

REFLECTION Gerund and infinitive
Complete.
● avoid, enjoy and suggest are examples of verbs which are

followed by the
.
appear, expect and refuse are examples of verbs which are
followed by the
.
● Some verbs like remember,
, and
can be followed
by either gerund or infinitive, but with different meanings. For
example, remember +
refers to something it is important
refers to something
to do in the future, while remember +
that happened in the past.
● Other verbs, for example, hate, like, love, and prefer can be
followed by
gerund or infinitive with the
meaning.

animals clothes countries environment
feelings food health home leisure
sport television travel

● Choose a letter for the group by opening a book,

closing your eyes and pointing with your finger.

● Work on your own in the group. For each topic,

write down as many words as you can beginning
with the chosen letter. You have ten minutes.

● Then read out your lists, scoring one point for

each word and two points for any words the
others haven’t thought of.

INTERACTION Special events and feelings
● Work in a small group.
● Tell each other about:

Something special which happened to you recently.
A place which is special for you.
A number which is special for you.

● Answer the other students’ questions.
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Mustafa (Egypt)

We asked four teenagers
two questions about
East and West.
What do you think of when you hear the words
East and West?

Wulandari (Indonesia)

1 Vocabulary
Read the texts and match these words with their
definitions.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

principally adv
capitalism n
essentially adv
conservative adj
stereotypes n
military adj
consumption n
priority n
generous adj
independent adj

a something which is put first
b to do with the army
c not needing help from other
people
d mainly, mostly
e basically
f fixed ideas held about people
g happy to give money or time
h not welcoming change
i use of resources
j economic system where
companies are owned by
people, not the government

Mustafa For me, the West means principally the USA, but
also Europe, Canada, New Zealand, Australia and of
course Japan – so it’s not really a place, more a way of
living.
Amanda When I hear East I think of China. I used to think
of the Chinese as millions of people all doing the same
thing and wearing the same clothes, but now China’s a
world power. I mean, it seems that everything we buy is
made in China!
Wulandari The word West makes me think of other words
like technology, capitalism and racism.
Tom I think of the East as a place where there are no
choices – everything is decided for you. Society in the
East is essentially more conservative – look at the
position of women.
Mustafa Actually, East and West are only ideas. When you
get to know people better, you stop seeing them as
stereotypes. It’s so important for people from different
countries to communicate – ordinary people can always
get on with each other.
Wulandari If you take religion, then East means Islam first
of all, but of course there are also Hindus and Buddhists
and lots of others. And there are plenty of other religions
in Western countries as well as Christianity – I know
there are lots of Muslims in the UK for example. But,
anyway, I’m against labelling people – we’re all human.
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Amanda (UK)

Tom (USA)

2 Comprehension
Complete with Amanda (A), Mustafa (M), Tom (T), or
Wulandari (W).

1
2
3

What do you see as the principal differences
between East and West?
Mustafa Some things are better in the West and some in
the East. In the East we place much more importance
on the family and the way in which we support each
other. But I also like the freedom people have in the
West to do what they want – especially women.
Amanda The truth is that the East has more natural
resources, like oil, than the West. The West needs,
or rather wants, these resources and uses military
power to get them. Instead of taking other people’s
resources we should look at ways of reducing our own
consumption.
Wulandari In fact, we’re very different in our priorities.
Muslims are very generous and give a lot to charity.
But in the West people care more about their pets and
possessions. At Christmas, for example, there’s an
enormous amount of waste on silly things.
Tom Like I said, the first thing I think of is the way women
are treated in the East. In the West women are more
respected and can lead independent lives. But in the
East they aren’t allowed to make choices.
Mustafa I think we help each other more in our culture.
If there’s a fire, everyone comes to help. If you see a
thief running away, everyone chases him. But in the
West if people see a crime, they’re scared.

has a changed view of a country.
compares eastern and western views of crime.
and
think the position of women in the
West is better.
4
thinks that being able to choose is important.
5
sees eastern society as being more traditional.
6
thinks the West should consume less.
7
and
think people are basically the same
everywhere.
8
believes the way people help each other is
important in society.
9
says that in the West people care more about
animals than about people.
10
sees East and West as lifestyles rather than
places.

3 Speaking
Discuss these questions.

1 What do you think of when you hear the words East
and West?
2 What do you see as the principal differences between
East and West?
3 What stereotypes do people in your country have
about East and West?
4 Whose answers do you disagree with most? Why?
5 ‘Some things are better in the West and some in the
East.’ What things?
6 Do you think differences between East and West are
increasing or getting less? Why?

4 Writing
Choose one of the questions in exercise 3 and write
two paragraphs answering it.
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